<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuesday 15th November</th>
<th>Wednesday 16th November</th>
<th>Thursday 17th November</th>
<th>Friday 18th November</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Presentation of credentials (in person and online) | [09h15 - 10h30] Invited talk (#3) health/life sciences + Report from JCTLM
Invited talk (#4) - Pandemic preparedness
Liaison talk (#1)
Report from CCRI | [09h15 - 10h30] Invited talk (#6) - Economic impact of QI on regulation
Report from CCL
Invited talk (#7) - Digital Transformation
Liaison talk (#2) | [09h15 - 10h30] Invited talk (#10) - Implementing the rev’d SI
Report from CCM
Invited talk (#11) - Metrology for energy networks
Report from CCEM |
| Coffee/Tea | Coffee/Tea (30 min) | Coffee/Tea (30 min) | Coffee/Tea (30 min) |
| [11h00 - 12h45] Opening session | [11h00 - 12h45] Reporting session | [11h00 - 12h45] Reporting session | [11h00 - 12h45] CGPM closed session (I) |
| Opening speeches
Agreement of “Special procedure”
Report by the CIPM President
Report by the BIPM Director | Report on BIPM Finance and Pension
Presentation of proposals for 2024-27 WP
Intro to Res F
Invited talk (#5) - Metrology and QI | Summary of discussion at the Informal Dotation meeting (CIPM Pres.)
Report from CCU
Intro to Res C (SI prefixes)
Intro to Res B (Digital-SI Framework)
Liaison talk (#3) from OIM | Presentation of Res V (Dotation)
Opening of voting on CIPM and CEC (with explanation of method) |
| Lunch (75 min) | Lunch (75 min) | Lunch (75 min) | Lunch (75 min) |
| Intro to "Emerging Needs" and Res A (G Rietveld)
Invited talk (#1) - Climate (inc feedback from Climate Conf)
Report from CCQM | Informal meeting on the BIPM Dotation 2024-27 | Invited talk (#8) - Requirements for timescales
Invited talk (#9) - Optical clocks
Report from CCTF
Intro to Res D and E | Voting on resolutions
Voting on dotation
Results of voting on CIPM and CEC
Plans for the 150th anniversary (CIPM Pres.) |
| Tea/Coffee (30 min) |  |  | Tea/Coffee (30 min) |
| [16h00 - 17h00] Invited talk (#2)
Reports from CCPR and CCT |  |  | [16h00 - 17h00] Liaison talk (#4)
Report from CCAUV
Report from the JCRB |